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Super skills
Wherever the Vikings lived, experts have built reconstructions of their homes and farms, and people dress up as Vikings to re-create their way of life. To bring the Viking world alive, we have used pictures of these reconstructions in this book.
Meet the Vikings

Over a thousand years ago, from the 8th to the 11th centuries, the Vikings set out to explore and raid countries across the world. Vikings came from Scandinavia—Norway, Sweden, and Denmark.

Mystery man
The Vikings didn’t paint or draw, but they were great carvers and modelers. This small silver head may be a god, a hero, or a warrior.

Exploring the world
In their fine ships, the Vikings explored, raided, and traded across Europe, Russia, and the Middle East. They even got as far as Iceland, Greenland, and North America.

Viking words
Viking: from vikinger, an old Norwegian word for “sea raider.”

Thing: local assembly, where people could exchange ideas.

Karl, jarl, thrall: Free person, noble person, slave.

Skald: Composer of poems about kings and heroes.
Masters of craft
Vikings were not just excellent sailors and fighters—they were skilled craftspeople who made beautiful jewelry, textiles, metalwork, and furniture.

Mighty warriors
Fast and fierce in attack, Viking warriors were feared everywhere. With strength and speed on their side, they launched violent raids on rich towns, farms, and monasteries.
Ruling the sea

The Vikings were skilled sailors. Their well-built warships and longships carried them on dangerous voyages through rough seas, hidden rocks, and jagged icebergs.

Versatile vessels

Viking longships—the longest and fastest Viking warships—were special as they could be rowed or sailed. Vikings used the oars to row through rivers and coastal waters. The large sail helped them get through open waters.

ARE WE THERE YET?

The Vikings had no form of compass so they navigated by staying close to land when they could, or by using the Sun and stars to work out their position. The Vikings learned from experience and passed on information from one generation to the next. They had a good knowledge of fish, seabirds, wind, and wave patterns that helped them to steer in the right direction and survive at sea.
**Scary heads**
The Vikings often carved figureheads of beasts and dragons on their ship prows to scare off their enemies. Some wooden figureheads may have been detachable so that the Vikings could position them before they landed.

**Superb ships**
Vikings made a range of ships and boats for various purposes. There were warships (usually longships), ferries (which carried passengers across rivers and fjords), small rowing boats (used on lakes), cargo ships, and fishing boats.

**Valued heritage**
Viking carving plays an important role in Scandinavian culture and tourism. This prow adorns a modern sightseeing ship in Stockholm.

Vikings frightened their enemies with ferocious figureheads.
Using their superb skills as shipbuilders and navigators, the Vikings set off across the ocean to find new lands to colonize and farm. The Vikings landed in North America, centuries before Christopher Columbus. They also discovered Iceland and Greenland.

Searching for something
Vikings explored the world for many reasons. Accused of murder, the famous Erik the Red was forced to leave Iceland, so he fled to Greenland where he settled. Others (mainly from Norway) left in search of land to farm, since their home countries had become overcrowded.

Territorial facts
- **Greenland** isn’t very green—it’s mostly snow and ice.
- **Iceland**: In good conditions it took seven days to get from Scandinavia to Iceland.
- **Newfoundland**: Remains of the Viking settlement here were only discovered in 1960.
**Land of ice**

The Vikings discovered Iceland in 870 CE. The inner area of the land is hard to inhabit, with its mountains, glaciers, and active volcanoes. Settlements were built around the coast because it was green and fertile—by 930 CE many people lived there.

**What’s in a name?**

By choosing Greenland as the name for the snowy country he explored, Erik the Red encouraged people to move there. As a result, Vikings established two large settlements in areas that were good for farming. They raised sheep and cattle, but relied on seals and reindeer for food.

**A new world**

Leif the Lucky was the first European to set foot in North America. His Viking colony in Newfoundland is not just the oldest European settlement in the New World—it’s the only one.
The Viking terror
Traveling Vikings not only discovered new territories, they also invaded towns, cities, and smaller settlements throughout Europe. They attacked from the sea or sailed up rivers in search of treasure they could carry off. Sometimes, they even demanded huge payments to leave.

Smash and grab
Bands of Vikings usually arrived by ship to attack farms, churches, and monasteries by surprise. They then plundered them for valuables, money, and slaves.
Viking marauders were carved on this gravestone at Lindisfarne monastery.

Holy ruins
The monastery on the holy island of Lindisfarne (off northeast England) was raided repeatedly by Vikings who, in 793 CE, slaughtered the monks and stole their treasures. Today, only its ruins remain.

Victory in Ireland
The Vikings began to raid Ireland in 795 CE, and by the 820s they had worked their way around the coast and moved inland. Dublin became first a base from which to attack the rest of the country, then a busy Viking center for trade with other lands.

Paris under siege
This Victorian illustration brings to life a violent Viking attack on Paris in 865 CE, led by a chieftain called Rollo.

Viking longships were built to navigate shallow waters and land on flat shorelines.

These coins date from the period of Viking rule in Ireland.

Attack facts
- Some Vikings who raided northern France settled there. The area became known as Normandy—“land of north men.”
- One Viking band took 62 ships to Spain, Italy, and Africa.
- The Vikings first began to raid at the end of the eighth century.
Vikings were daring and courageous in war, following their lord or king into any conflict. Warriors believed that honor and glory in battle lasted forever, even beyond death. Their most prized possessions—their weapons—were often buried with them.

**Warrior god**
In this engraving Tyr, Viking god of heroic combat, wears a bear’s head as a helmet and a bearskin cloak.

**Symbols of power**
Great leaders carried weapons with precious and intricate decoration that showed their importance. This iron ax head is inlaid with silver wire.

**Men of iron**
Viking weapons were made of iron, sometimes decorated with copper or silver. To make sharp steel edges, carbon was added to the iron when it was hot.
Horse power
While early warriors fought on foot, later Vikings were skilled horsemen. This silver figure dates from the 10th century.

Battlegrounds
Viking warfare was brutal and bloody. Warriors saw battle as a noble pursuit, and those who proved themselves were often rewarded with land and riches.

Horns not required
We think of Viking warriors as wearing scary horned helmets, but there’s little evidence to support this image—few examples survive, and experts think these were used for religious rituals. During the 1800s, Romantic artists first portrayed Vikings with horns, and it’s their pictures that keep the myth alive.

Vikings usually won their battles by surprise attack. In new lands, they would arrive by boat, strike on foot, then return to their ship.
Around 980 CE, the Vikings built four large circular forts (Aggersborg, Fyrkat, Trelleborg, and Nonebakken) in Denmark. Historians think King Harald Bluetooth ordered their construction to show his rule and symbolize his power.

Adding on
Trelleborg differed slightly from the other forts—it had 15 houses outside the main ramparts, protected by an extra rampart.

Building the past
At Fyrkat fort, a Viking house has been carefully re-created. Its main door leads into a small entrance area. This opens onto a huge central living space.

Trelleborg (shown above) was 445 ft (136 m) wide.
The mighty sword
At Trelleborg, people reenact scenes from Viking life. Here, warriors use swords for fierce hand-to-hand combat. Real Vikings gave their weapons names like “leg-biter” or “killer.” Those who were wealthy had their swords decorated on the hilt (handle).

Hard at work
At Fyrkat fort, two longhouses were used as “smithies”—workshops where smiths made weapons and jewelry from iron, silver, and gold.
Home life

Viking houses were usually rectangular and large enough to house more than one generation of a family. Poor people had few possessions and little luxury, but wealthy homes might feature wooden furniture and decorative wall panels.

Practical solutions

Building materials varied around the Viking world. Turf (above), bark, or thatch (below) were used for the roof if lumber was unavailable.

Domestic facts

- Women were in charge of the family’s valuables.
- In most homes, everyone slept in the same room. Rich people, though, had a separate room from their servants.
- Houses were lit with torches made from bundles of straw.
Wild walls
Some Viking houses had a traditional wattle-and-daub construction. The woven branches that form the basic structure are called wattle.

The hearth of the home
Vikings ate, drank, and socialized around a raised stone hearth on the stamped dirt floor. The fire was needed for warmth, for cooking, and for light.

The basic plan
Most Viking houses had a single central living room. People sat and slept on raised platforms lining the walls. This reconstruction is partly finished—the wattle is in place, but not the daub.

Lock it up
Vikings didn’t have much furniture, but they kept their valuables in locked chests. Keys were symbols of responsibility.

Daub, a mixture of clay and dung, coated the wattle to seal it.

Ninth-century bronze key found in Denmark.
Getting dressed

For every day, Vikings wore clothes made from plain wool. Tunics and dresses may have had woven, colored borders. The very rich wore clothes decorated with gold and silver thread.

An eye for fashion

Viking women wore long underdresses with aprons over pants and girls wore dresses. Both men and women used brooches; men had one to fasten their cloaks, and women had two to fasten their aprons.

Perfect miniatures

Viking children looked like small versions of their parents. Boys wore tunics over pants and girls wore dresses and aprons.

Both poor and rich wore leather shoes, usually made of goatskin.

Vikings kept their hair tidy with combs that were very much like ours, except they were carved from bone.

Men wore either round or peaked hats. Some peaked hats had silver ornaments at the top.

Most Viking brooches were oval in shape.
The well-dressed warrior
Wealthy warriors wore heavy leather or chain-mail tunics and metal helmets. Their cloaks were arranged to keep the fighting arm free. The strap that carried their sword was called a baldric.

Fighting from the ranks
When they went to war for their local noble or chieftain, peasants had no protective clothing. They carried a weapon—an ax or a spear—and a wooden shield.

Peasants were freemen, not slaves. Most were farmers.

Viking warriors were unlike modern soldiers: they didn’t have a uniform. Every man had to provide his own clothes and weapons.
Viking jewelry

Viking men and women loved jewelry—they wore rings, brooches, bracelets, and necklaces. The poor made their jewelry from bronze, pewter, or bone, whereas the rich used silver and gold.

Followers of fashion

Vikings tended to adapt designs from other countries. This huge dress pin (which was more for display than practicality) was based on a style the Vikings saw in the British Isles.

This intricate brooch was made from sheet gold pressed into a lead die.

Images from mythology often decorate Viking jewelry. This etched pendant takes its shape from Thor’s hammer.

Silver pin and ring inlaid with gold

Vikings used the black compound niello (made from silver, copper, and lead) for engraving.

Shining symbols

- Vikings displayed their status with the jewelry they wore.
- Kings rewarded successful raiders with precious jewelry.
- Valuables were buried underground in hoards. The largest ever found contained 90 lb (40 kg) of silver.

Practical purposes

Vikings didn’t have buttons or zippers—everything that couldn’t be tied or belted was fastened with a pin or a brooch.

Hoop and heart detailing were added using twisted gold wire and filled in with extra blobs of the precious metal.
Rings everywhere
Only Swedish women wore earrings, but male and female Vikings from all over wore rings on their fingers, arms, and neck. Gold, jet, colored glass, and amber were all used to make finger rings.

Around their necks
Gold, silver, amber, and glass were used for Viking bead necklaces. Pendants may have been worn on chains or strips of leather. Viking neck rings were sometimes made by melting down silver Arab coins.

Considered valuable, beads were gathered up during raids. Vikings could also buy beads in their own markets.

Necklace made of glass beads
This necklace is made of boar tusks, amber, and glass beads. Animal bones left over from cooking were often used to make jewelry.

Craftsmen melted down broken glass to make bright beads.

Men and women both wore finger rings.

The fine decoration on this gold arm ring was applied with a stamp.
Although their land was often barren and overcrowded, Vikings relied on farming for their food. As a result, some people moved to faraway lands in search of fertile soil and bigger farms for their crops and animals.

**Jarlshof farm**

When it was built, this ruined 9th-century Viking farmhouse in Scotland had two rooms—a main hall and a kitchen. The farmer and his family would have slept on platforms against the wall.

**Table crops**

In addition to gathering wild vegetables, Vikings grew them on the land. They ate vegetables that grew well in cool climates, such as carrots, parsnips, turnips, wild celery, leeks, onions, peas, and cabbages.
Useful beasts
Vikings raised cattle for their meat and their hide, but mostly for their milk, which was used to make butter and cheese.

Useful tool
Vikings cut cloth, sheared sheep, and trimmed their beards with shears like these.
To cook their food and warm their houses, Vikings kept fires burning all day, which made their homes very smoky. Families ate their main meal in the evening, after sunset.

**Making meals**

**Fishy facts**
People in coastal areas depended on seafood for much of their diet. Those who lived inland ate freshwater fish.

_Fish was dried to preserve it through the winter._

**On the fire**
Food was cooked in cauldrons over an open fire. These pots, made from iron or soapstone, were suspended from a hook on a three-legged stand, or tripod.

**Pots of clay**
Early Vikings mostly used wooden containers for food but later on, clay pots were common. The holes in this round pot show where a patch was once stuck over the crack.
Daily bread
Most Vikings ate bread made from barley rather than wheat flour; it was baked over a fire on a griddle. Rich people ate wheat-flour bread that was baked in an oven.

Varied diet
In addition to fish and meat, Vikings ate eggs, vegetables, and fruit such as berries. They used herbs to season soups and stews.

Game birds such as duck were caught in traps or hunted with short arrows.

Fair game
In addition to hares, Vikings trapped and hunted deer, bears, elk, wild boars, reindeer, whales, and seals for food.

Food words
Cauldron: a huge pot for cooking food over a fire.
Griddle: a flat metal plate used as a cooking surface.
Preserve: to stop food from going bad.
Season: to flavor food with herbs and spices.
Super skills

The incredible success of the Viking race was largely due to their craft skills. They made strong, fast ships, sharp weapons, beautiful jewelry, durable clothes, and sturdy wooden tools and household items.

Masters of wood

In addition to making everything from small figures to furniture, Viking carpenters decorated their work with intricate carvings, and sometimes painting, too.

Home weaving

Vikings made cloth on vertical looms. Heavy stone rings kept the up-and-down (or warp) threads straight and tight.

Lots of leather

Vikings used leather to make shoes, belts, and clothing. Warriors had leather shirts, leather sheaths for their knives, and leather quivers to hold their arrows.
Smiths made everything from cauldrons to locks and keys.

Carpenters knew the best wood to use for a particular object and how to cut wood to give it maximum strength.

Both men and women spun wool or flax (linen) into yarn.

Basketmaking
Vikings wove baskets from cane, reeds, and straw and used them for general household storage.

Special skills
- Smiths made everything from cauldrons to locks and keys.
- Carpenters knew the best wood to use for a particular object and how to cut wood to give it maximum strength.
- Both men and women spun wool or flax (linen) into yarn.
The Vikings traded across Europe and as far east as Central Asia and Russia. They bought silver, silk, wine, spices, jewelry, glass, and pottery. In return, they sold honey, tin, wheat, wool, wood, iron, fur, leather, fish, and walrus ivory. Everywhere they went, the Vikings bought and sold slaves.

**Northern treasure**
From their own lands and from Greenland and Iceland, Vikings took furs, skins, and ivory to trading centers in western Europe.

*Golden nuggets*  
Amber (fossilized tree resin) was traded widely—in its rough state, or as beads.
How much?
Small scales like these were used throughout the Viking world to weigh silver and other precious metals. Before coins were used, goods were bought with hack silver.

A piece of hack
Vikings created “hack silver” by chopping up jewelry and bars of silver. The weight was often more important to the Vikings than the way the silver looked.

Getting around
The Vikings navigated Russian rivers in boats they carried overland. The rivers were full of rocks and rapids that made traveling difficult, so many people died on these trips.

Goods in return
Coins were in use only during the later Viking age. Before that, goods were bought with pieces of silver, or traded directly for other goods of similar value. Coins were made in large quantities under King Harald Bluetooth in 975 CE.
Who’s who?
In Viking communities, there were three classes of people. At the lowest level were slaves, who were owned by other people. In the middle were freemen, and at the top were the rich nobles, who had lots of land and many servants.

Freemen at work
Freemen, also called karls, owned their own farms, livestock, and land. Some were also traders. This was the class that went off to war and on raids.

Slaves
Thralls (slaves) were usually captured in other countries. Female slaves cooked, weaved, and ground grain. Male thralls did hard labor in the fields. Slaves could be freed by their owners or they could buy their own freedom.

Full house
Freemen lived in basic homes. They sat on raised platforms or on stools. If there weren’t enough seats, they sat on the floor. Extended families lived together in cramped conditions.
What is a Thing?
Local assemblies met at a Thing to discuss laws and sort out problems. This stream runs through the site of the Althing in Iceland, where the governing assembly met once a year. Rich nobles and freemen could all have their say at a Thing. Toward the end of the Viking age Norway, Denmark, and Sweden had their own kings so Things were no longer held.

The house of a noble man
The jarl class included kings and nobles who could afford large and luxurious homes. Richer Vikings had furniture such as chairs and beds; nobles even had fine tablecloths. The wealthy used imported pottery and pitchers.

Rags to riches
- Thralls wore neck collars to show they weren’t free. Female slaves had to keep their hair cut short.
- Nobles used decorated pottery, knives, and spoons.
- “Hundred” was the name for the area governed by a Thing.
Women and children

Viking women had a lot of power—they could choose their husband and divorce him if he was unfaithful or violent. The wives of freemen and chieftains could voice their opinion in legal or political debates.

Sewing and weaving
Viking mothers often made the clothes for their family, and almost every Viking woman spent part of her day spinning, weaving, or sewing.

No school!
Viking children didn’t go to school; instead they helped at home with cooking, weaving, and spinning. They worked in fields and workshops as well.

Sewing and weaving
Viking mothers often made the clothes for their family, and almost every Viking woman spent part of her day spinning, weaving, or sewing.

Wool for spinning was collected from sheep.

This woman is braiding a woolen strap, using her toe to keep the braid in place.
In addition to making bread, women ground flour from wheat or barley.

Independent women
While men were away on expeditions, women looked after the farms and households. They were extremely capable and independent. Female slaves were often put to work as nannies.

Creative cooking
Women did most of the cooking in Viking homes. The food that Vikings ate depended on the season and where they lived, so women had to be creative with their recipes.

Hard workers
Viking women took a lot of pride in their work. Praise was given to women for their skills at housekeeping and handiwork, such as embroidery.
Fun and games

Vikings enjoyed themselves as much as we do. They held great feasts, where they played music, danced, and told stories. In the summer, they went swimming, fishing, and boating, and when winter came, they took to their skates, skis, and sleds.

Winter games

Many winter sports that Vikings engaged in were the same as today. “Ski” is a Norwegian word. People have been skiing in Norway for at least 5,000 years.

Board games

Vikings played games scratched onto wood, stone, or leather. Pieces of bone or broken crockery were used as counters. Some boards were more elaborate, with decorative carved pieces.

Having fun

- Ball games were also popular. Some were a bit like hockey, but they were usually played with a wooden ball.
- Vikings liked to swim and would compete to see who could stay under water for the longest time.
Silly dances
Feasts were a time for eating, drinking, and relaxing. Jugglers and jesters entertained guests with tricks and funny dances. Kings had their own poets, called skalds, who performed and praised their ruler.

Making music
The harp or lyre was played by musicians in rich households while stories were told. Singers performed at feasts and the audience might join in to sing a popular folk song or ballad.
Storytime

The Vikings left few records in words or in pictures. In a medieval stave church in Norway, however, there is an intricate carved panel that illustrates the ancient legend of Sigurd the dragon slayer.

Sigurd’s story
Perhaps the best known of all Viking legends, the tale of Sigurd appears in a wide range of early Scandinavian and Icelandic writing. It’s a violent and magical saga that involves lost gold, a slain dragon, and a hero who can speak the language of birds.

This detail shows one of the characters thrown into a pit of snakes, which he tries to charm by playing a lyre with his toes.
Thrilling sagas
Skalds were Norse poets who wrote and recited stories of adventure and bravery. These spoken stories usually involved battles between good and evil, and noble warriors who conquered far-off lands and brought home treasure. Often, they married the daughters of kings, reigned over lands, and had large families.

Magical beasts
Snakes were common in Viking lands and they featured in sagas and poetry, as did mythical creatures such as dragons. This detail from a door on the Oslo City Hall in Norway shows a Viking warrior fighting a snake.

Sharing stories
Instead of writing them down, the Vikings learned their stories by heart and passed them down from father to son. They believed that their all-powerful god Odin gave them a gift for storytelling.

This replica casket is engraved with mythical animals.

Here, Sigurd sucks his thumb while he cooks the heart of the slain dragon.
Legends and beliefs

Before Christianity arrived, Vikings believed in gods like Odin (father of the gods), Thor (god of thunder), and Frey (god of fertility). People made lots of figures of their gods, they worshipped them outdoors, and they passed their beliefs down from one generation to the next.

Mighty Thor

Thor, god of thunder, was the son of Odin and the giantess Jörd. Strong and powerful, he was not always very smart. Many Viking legends involved Thor, who rode through the sky in a chariot pulled by goats.

In Viking myth, Thor clubbed giants and monsters with his hammer, called Mjöllnir, which returned whenever he threw it. The hammer was often represented in jewelry such as this silver amulet.
Sacred water
Vikings worshipped at the Godafoss waterfall in Iceland (below). Its name means “waterfall of the gods.”

Going to glory
Vikings called their heaven Valhalla. The engraving on this stone shows a warrior hero entering in triumph.

Loving gods
Vikings called on Frey to bless their marriages. Legends tell that his sister Freyja, goddess of love and beauty, married the mysterious god Od, who disappeared soon after. She cried for him and her tears turned to gold.

Supreme being
The great god Odin was responsible for mystery, poetry, wisdom, and war. All those who died in battle were believed to become sons of Odin.

THE NOT-SO-FRIENDLY GIANT
According to myth, a giant named Thrym stole Thor’s hammer and would only give it back if he could marry the goddess Freyja. Thor agreed, then dressed up as Freyja for the wedding. When Thrym used the hammer to bless the bride, Thor grabbed it and killed Thrym and all the other giants there.
Viking burials

Before they converted to Christianity, Vikings were buried with supplies and possessions for the afterlife—everything from clothes, cooking equipment, and furniture to animals and even servants.

The Oseberg ship
Long preserved in the deep clay of a Norwegian fjord, the Oseberg ship was actually a Viking burial chamber. It was too frail to have sailed the open sea.

Hidden treasure
Decorated with iron bands and the nails that secure them, this oak tool chest was found in the Oseberg ship when it was discovered in 1903.
In honor
This monument at Jelling, Denmark, was built by King Harald Bluetooth as a memorial to his parents (see page 42).

Ships of stone
Poor Vikings were never buried in ships, but many decorated their grave sites with raised stones laid out in the shape of a ship.

Bridle finery
This section of a horse’s bridle was found in the grave of a rich man.

Engraved silver cup found near the Jelling burial mound
Written in stone

Unlike other ancient cultures, the Vikings didn’t write on paper, or on anything that was like paper. Almost all their pictures and records were carved in stone, or sometimes in wood. The letters in their alphabet (called runes) were straight and simple, so they could be carved easily.

Timeless shapes
Using simple tools and specialist knowledge and skill, a present-day stone cutter attempts to recreate an elaborately carved Viking monument.

Ancient graffiti
During his travels through Greece, a Viking traveler carved runes on this stone lion in the Greek port of Piraeus.

Memorial stone
Raised by King Harald Bluetooth as a monument to his parents, this great stone is at the royal burial site of Jelling in Denmark. One of the three sides of the stone is covered in runes.

This reconstruction of the Jelling stone displays one of the two sides with carved pictures: this one shows mythical beasts.

The pictures would originally have been brightly painted.

Viking graffiti

Ribbon shapes form a border around the carved inscription.
Runes varied slightly from region to region, but the most common runic alphabet is known as *futhark* after the first three characters (*th* is one character). As well as being like letters, each of these represented a word, like ‘year’ or ‘sun’.

**Standing stones**

More than 3,000 Viking rune stones have been discovered—mostly in Scandinavia, but also in the rest of Europe. This one is a monument to a Danish king who died in the 10th century.

**Proud owner**

In everyday life, the Vikings didn’t use runes to tell stories, but for practical purposes such as labeling objects. This comb case carries the inscription, “Thorfast made a good comb.” Engraved on weapons, runes were thought to enhance their power in battle.
The coming of Christianity

Viking raiders and traders came across Christian beliefs throughout Europe. It took them a while to embrace the new faith. Some were only persuaded when they saw that Christian missionaries and kings were not struck down by Viking gods.

Cross for protection
Viking traders often wore a cross so they could travel easily through Christian countries. This cross is from Birka in Uppland, Sweden.

Buildings and burials
When the Vikings became Christians, they built churches all over Scandinavia. Christian Vikings also stopped burying the dead with their possessions and adopted simpler Christian burials.

The Vikings retained traces of their beliefs. The dragon heads that adorn the gables of this church are inspired by Viking mythology.

Wooden crosses decorate the portals.
Hammers and crosses
An enterprising craftsman used one mold to make Thor’s hammer and the Christian cross. Many Christian Vikings held onto a belief in Thor as a kind of religious backup.

Early Easter eggs
This beautifully decorated egg represents Christ’s resurrection from the grave. It may have been brought to the Vikings in Sweden by Russian missionaries.

Saint Ansgar
These carvings found in a church in Sweden show Saint Ansgar bringing Christianity to Scandinavia. He was invited by the Swedish king Björn to set up a church.

Kings and Christianity
In Norway, King Olaf II Haraldsson made his people adopt Christian beliefs. He saw Christianity as a way of strengthening his control of the kingdom by emphasizing the rule of law rather than the power of the sword.
Glossary

Here are the meanings of some words that are useful to know when you’re learning about Vikings.

baldric leather strap worn across the body to hold a sword.
barbarian coarse, wild, or uncultured person. Vikings were thought to be barbarians.
boss knob or stud that sticks out. Viking shields had bosses.
bow prow (or front) of a ship (opposite of stern).
casket small box or chest, often decorated, that holds valuables or religious relics.
cauldron large iron or stone cooking pot that Vikings hung over a fire.
chain mail flexible, protective armor made from tiny iron rings linked together almost like knitting.
daub clay or dung plastered over wattle to make walls or fences.
figurehead ornamental carving on the prow of a ship.
fjord long, thin, finger-shaped body of water that extends inland from an ocean or sea, often between high cliffs.
futhark a basic early Scandinavian alphabet named after its first six letters. (see also rune)
guard metal collar between the blade of a sword and its handle that protects the user’s hand.
hack silver chopped-up pieces of jewelry and coins that were used as money.
hilt the handle of a sword or a dagger.
hneftafl Viking game played with wooden counters on a wooden or leather board.
hoard stash of buried Viking treasure, which could include jewelry, coins, or anything else made from precious metal.
hull body or frame of a ship.
jarl earl, noble, or chieftain; one of the three classes in Viking society. (see also karl, thrall)
karl freeman (not slave); largest of the three classes in Viking society. (see also jarl, thrall)
keel long section of wood that extends along the base of a ship from prow to stern. A ship’s framework is built on its keel.
longship ship powered by lines of rowers as well as by one rectangular sail.
mast wooden or iron pole that supports a ship’s sail.
missionary  a person who tries to convert someone else to a different faith from the one they believe in.

New World  mainly used to refer to North and South America, which were unfamiliar to ancient people.

niello  black metallic compound of sulfur with silver, lead, or copper used for decoration in silver etc.

plunder  to take goods by force. The Vikings plundered villages, farms, and churches wherever they traveled.

prow  front section of a ship or boat (opposite of stern).

quern  small round stone for grinding wheat into flour.

rampart  mound of dirt and turf supported on a wooden framework. Ramparts were used for defense.

rigging  arrangement of a ship’s mast, sails, rope, etc.

runes  early Scandinavian letters based on Greek and Roman characters, but simplified to make them easier to carve.

skald  Viking entertainer who wrote and recited stories in poetry form about kings, battles, and heroes.

sled  flat surface on runners. People traveled on sleds, but they were also used to carry heavy loads.

smith  someone who works with metal, such as a goldsmith, a silversmith, or a tinsmith. Blacksmiths work with iron.

spindle  small rod with tapered ends used in spinning for twisting and winding yarn.

stave  upright wooden plank, post, or log used in the construction of buildings.

stern  rear section of a ship (opposite of bow or prow).

sternpost  ornamental carving on the stern of a ship.

Thing  local assembly. All freemen could express opinions at their Thing, and the people of every district had to obey its rules.

thrall  Viking slave. A slave is a person who is owned by another person, usually for the purpose of doing some kind of work; one of the three classes in Viking society. (see also jarl, karl)

trefoil  three-lobed shape that was popular in the design of Viking jewelry, particularly brooches.

wattle  woven branches used to form the framework of wattle-and-daub walls and fences. (see also daub)
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